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Canonial Bose gas simulations with stohasti gauges
P.D. Drummond, P. Deuar, K.V. Kheruntsyan
ARC Centre of Exellene for Quantum-Atom Optis, Department of Physis,
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld 4072, Australia
(Dated: Otober 31, 2018)
A tehnique to simulate the grand anonial ensembles of interating Bose gases is presented. Re-
sults are generated for many temperatures by averaging over energy-weighted stohasti paths, eah
orresponding to a solution of oupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations with phase-noise. The stohasti
gauge method used relies on an o-diagonal oherent-state expansion, thus taking into aount all
quantum orrelations. As an example, the seond order spatial orrelation funtion and momentum
distribution for an interating 1D Bose gas are alulated.
PACS numbers: 05.30Jp, 03.75.Hh, 03.75.Pp
Calulating the observables orresponding to a grand
anonial density matrix is a highly nontrivial problem in
quantum many-body theory, due to the large dimension-
ality of the orresponding Hilbert spae. In this Letter,
we show that for Bose gases, this problem is soluble using
a oherent-state stohasti gauge method, whih gener-
ates equations similar to the widely used Gross-Pitaevskii
equation [1℄, with additional quantum noise terms. The
issue is of muh topial interest, as it relates not just to
reent experiment and theory on trapped dilute gas Bose-
Einstein ondensates (BEC) [2℄, but also to fundamental
questions like the fermion-boson duality problem [3℄ in
quasi one-dimensional (1D) Bose gas systems [4℄.
A major advantage of the method presented is that
the number of variables is linear in the number of spatial
lattie points, in any number of dimensions. This saling
suggests it is ompetitive in eieny with Monte Carlo
tehniques, while being able to in priniple alulate ar-
bitrary observables. Additionally, it is appliable to both
imaginary time evolution equations desribing thermal
equilibrium and to quantum dynamial alulations in
real time. As a result, the same tehnique an be used to
alulate state preparation and subsequent time evolu-
tion. In this Letter we alulate equilibrium momentum
distributions and spatial density orrelation funtions for
a nite-temperature 1D Bose gas, as well as verifying the
tehnique by omparisons with known exat results.
The exatly solvable 1D Bose gas model with repul-
sive delta funtion interations [5, 6, 7℄ has been the
subjet of renewed theoretial interest reently, owing to
experimental realization of the one-dimensional regime
in trapped alkali gases [4℄. The higher-order orrelation
funtions are responsible for the rates of inelasti olli-
sional proesses, and are of partiular importane for the
studies of interferene and oherene properties of atom
lasers operating in one-dimensional waveguide environ-
ments. Loal higher-order orrelations at zero and nite
temperatures have reently been alulated [8, 9℄, utiliz-
ing the previously known exat analyti solutions[6, 7℄.
Here we employ the stohasti gauge method to obtain
results for the non-loal seond-order orrelation fun-
tion. In partiular, we investigate the signatures of the
ross-over from the weak-oupling Gross-Pitaevskii (GP)
regime to the strong-oupling Tonks-Girardeau (TG)
regime where the system behaves like a free Fermi gas.
The results indiate that these orrelations are a stronger
indiator of quantum eets than the reently observed
momentum distributions [10℄.
The stohasti gauge method is a generalization of the
positive P -representation approah, and is desribed in
detail in Ref. [11℄. The original P -funtion expansion
in quantum optis using oherent states[12℄, was due to
Glauber and Sudarshan [13℄. This does not give a pos-
itive distribution for all density matries and was later
generalized to non-diagonal P -funtions [14, 15℄, whih
always exist and are positive.
This positive P -representation has been suessfully
applied to quantum dynamial problems in quantum op-
tis [16℄ and many-body theory [17℄. If there is no damp-
ing, the method has stability problems [18℄ whih are
overome by introduing stohasti gauges [11℄. Other
known methods inlude the quantum Monte-Carlo meth-
ods [19℄, and stohasti wave-funtion methods [20, 21℄
whih have been applied to BECs. However, these annot
be used for grand anonial ensembles, nor for subsequent
quantum dynamial alulations if there are losses.
We start by onsidering the interating Bose gas model
with repulsive delta-funtion interation between the par-
tiles. In seond quantization, the model Hamiltonian is
Hˆ =
∫ [
~
2
2m
∇Ψˆ†(x)∇Ψˆ(x)
+V (x)Ψ†(x)Ψˆ(x) +
U
2
Ψˆ†(x)2Ψˆ(x)2
]
dx. (1)
Here Ψˆ(x) is the eld operator, m is the mass, U > 0
is the oupling onstant for the inter-partile interation,
and V (x) is an external potential.
Restriting ourselves to the 1D ase, with the under-
standing that U orresponds to the 1D oupling strength
[8, 22℄ , let us redue Eq. (1) to a Bose-Hubbard lattie
Hamiltonian [23℄ whih ontains all the essential features.
2For a lattie with M sites and spaing ∆x, dening lat-
tie annihilation operators aˆ = {aˆj} = {
√
∆xΨˆ(xj)}, one
obtains (summing over repeated indies):
Hˆ(aˆ, aˆ†) = χ
[
: nˆ2j : +2ωijaˆ
†
i aˆj
]
. (2)
In this Hamiltonian, the ωij represent the dimensionless
osillator frequenies together with a linear oupling to
other sites, while χ = U/2∆x is the resaled oupling.
The boson ommutators are [aˆi, aˆ
†
j ] = δij , and nˆj = aˆ
†
jaˆj
is the boson number operator for the j-th site.
To extend the gauge P -representation equations[11℄
to imaginary time or temperature, onsider that when
[Hˆ, Nˆ ] = 0 , the un-normalized density matrix of the
grand anonial ensemble is given by
ρˆu = e
−(Hˆ−µNˆ)/kBT = e−Kˆτ . (3)
Here µ(T ) is the temperature-dependent hemial poten-
tial, Nˆ is the partile number operator, and we introdue
dimensionless `Kamiltonian' Kˆ(µ, aˆj , aˆ
†
j) = (Hˆ − µNˆ)/χ
and τ = χ/(kBT ) orresponding to inverse temperature.
In the Shrödinger piture, Eq. (3) leads to the imagi-
nary time master-like equation
∂ρˆu
∂τ
=
[
µenˆj − ωij aˆ†i aˆj −
1
2
: nˆ2j : , ρˆu
]
+
. (4)
where µe = ∂[τµ(τ)]/∂(2χτ) and [A,B]+ stands for anti-
ommutator. The usefulness of this equation relies on the
fat that at initial time τ = 0 (i.e. T → ∞) the state
is ρˆu(0) = exp(−λNˆ), where λ = − limτ→0[τµ(τ)]/χ,
and the initial number of partiles per site is n0 =
[exp(λ)−1]−1. This initial state an then be evolved in τ
to obtain grand anonial ensembles at all other (lower)
temperatures T .
We expand the density matrix with a distribution G
and an additional quantum amplitude Ω:
ρˆu =
∫
G(−→α )Λ̂(−→α )d4M+2−→α , (5)
where Λ̂ = Ω ‖α〉 〈β∗‖ e−α·β, α and β are omplex M -
dimensional vetors of Bargmann oherent state ampli-
tudes with elements at eah lattie point, and the no-
tation
−→α is shorthand for all the variables (Ω,α,β) =
(α0, α1, . . . , α2M ). The initial gauge-distribution is:
G0(
−→α ) ∝ exp
[
− |α|2 /n0
]
δ2M (α− β∗)δ2(Ω− 1). (6)
To determine the eets of the time evolution (4) we
use standard dierential identities [11℄ to replae the an-
nihilation and reation operators ating on the projetor
Λ̂ . Using these operator identities the operator equation
(4) an be transformed to:
∂ρˆu
∂τ
=
∫
G(−→α ) LΛ̂ d4M+2−→α . (7)
We an dene the resulting dierential operator L in two
parts as L = LK+Lg, by using the operator identities to
obtain LK = −K(τ)+∑2Mj=1 [AKj ∂j − α2j∂2j /2]  and we
will dene the gauge term Lg next. Here, AKi = (µe −
ni)αi − ωijαj , ωi+M,j+M = ωji, ωi+M,j = ωi,j+M = 0,
and ∂j = ∂/∂αj. The eetive c-number `Kamiltonian'
is K(τ) ≡ K(2χµe(τ) ,α,β), while the eetive omplex
boson number is nj = n
′
j + in
′′
j = nj+M ≡ αjβj .
Now let us introdue a suitable stohasti gauge oper-
ator Lg. The ∂0 identity [11℄ Ω∂0Λ̂ = Λ̂ allows the use
of arbitrary stohasti gauge funtions. This is similar
to an eletrodynami gauge, in that it denes an innite
lass of physially equivalent Fokker-Plank and hene
stohasti dierential equations. To show how this is
ahieved, dene 2M arbitrary omplex gauge funtions
g = {gi(−→α ,−→α ∗)} to give a gauge-dependent dierential
operator Lg whih satises LgΛ̂ = 0:
Lg =
−K(τ) + 1
2
g
2Ω∂0 + i
2M∑
j=1
gjαj∂j
 (Ω∂0 − 1) .
(8)
With a suitable gauge hoie that eliminates bound-
ary terms, we an now transform the equation (7) into a
positive-denite [11, 14℄ Fokker-Plank equation via par-
tial integration, and then into Ito stohasti dierential
equations using standard methods [15℄:
dαj
dτ
= Aj + iαjζj(t) + δj0Ω
2M∑
i=1
giζi(t) . (9)
The total omplex drift vetor inluding the quantum
amplitude Ω is now
−→
A = (−ΩK(τ), A1, . . . , A2M ), where
for j > 0, Aj = A
K
j − igjαj . Here ζ0 = 0, and
ζj(t) are 2M independent Gaussian noises suh that
〈ζi(τ)ζj(τ ′)〉 = δijδ(τ − τ ′).
With no gauge (gi = 0), one nds that for this sys-
tem the equations are unstable for n′i < 0 beause they
ontain terms of the form α˙i = −α2iβi. These have been
shown to lead to systemati errors due to singular tra-
jetories whih ause boundary terms [18℄. We hoose
gauge funtions of the form gj = i(n
′
j − |nj |), whih re-
move the instabilities, and also stabilize the phase of nj
so that βj ≃ α∗j . This then gives the stable equations
dαi
dτ
= [µe − |ni| − in′′i ]αi −
2M∑
j=1
ωijαj + iαiζi(τ),
dΩ
dτ
=
[
−K(τ) +
2M∑
i=1
giζi(τ)
]
Ω. (10)
There is an intuitive physial interpretation. Sine β =
α∗ in the initial thermal state, eah amplitude initially
obeys a Gross-Pitaevskii equation in imaginary time,
with quantum phase-noise due to the interations. This
auses non-lassial statistis with α 6= β∗ to emerge as
3the temperature is lowered. Along eah path an addi-
tional ensemble weight Ω is aumulated, whih is pro-
portional to the eetive Gibbs fator e−
∫
K(τ)dτ
for the
path, together with gauge-dependent terms. This gives
a hybrid between a path integral and a purely stohasti
type of simulation.
Observables, whih are always expressible as sums of
terms of the form aˆ†naˆm, have expetation values given
by the stohasti averages
〈aˆ†naˆm〉 = 〈β
nαmΩ + (αnβmΩ)∗〉
stoh
〈Ω + Ω∗〉
stoh
(11)
and an all be in priniple alulated.
As a demonstration, we present the results of a uni-
form (untrapped) 1D Bose gas alulation in a regime
whih lies in the transition region between the weakly-
and strongly-interating gas, where neither perturbation
theories nor the TG Fermi gas approximations work well.
The behavior of a uniform Bose gas desribed by the
model (1) in 1D depends on two parameters T
rel
= T/Td
and γ = mU/ρ~2. For an ideal gas with linear (1D) par-
tile number density ρ, the transition from Boltzmann
to Bose statistis ours around the quantum degener-
ay temperature Td = 2pi~
2ρ2/mkB. This orresponds
to the temperature when the average spaing between
partiles 1/ρ equals the thermal de Broglie wavelength
Λ
th
=
√
2pi~2/mkBT .
The seond parameter of interest is the oupling
strength γ. As γ inreases from zero, one moves from
the weakly-interating GP regime, where the gas is well
desribed by Bogoliubov theory, to a strongly interat-
ing TG regime, where it undergoes fermionization [5, 6℄.
For example, at zero temperature the ground state en-
ergy is desribed [6℄ to within ≈ 95% auray by Bo-
goliubov theory for γ . 0.8, and by an ideal Fermi gas
for γ & 80. Here we simulate for an intermediate regime
with γ = T
rel
= 10, whih is more likely to be aessible
experimentally.
A point to note is that the hemial potential of the
diusive reservoir in ontat with the system µ(τ), an
be hosen at will. Its form must fulll two onditions:
(1) The desired values of γ(T
rel
) are simulated. Sine χ
is a onstant during the simulation, µ(τ) must be tailored
to give the desired densities ρ(τ), and hene γ.
(2) A nite lattie leads to a maximum momentum
uto, so one must take are that this does not inu-
ene observables  i.e. that simulated momenta do not
ouple to momenta beyond the uto. Fortunately at
high enough temperatures T
rel
≫ γ, kineti proesses
dominate over interpartile interations and the momen-
tum modes deouple. Hene, it sues to start the
simulation at τ0 in an ideal Bose gas state at a high-
enough temperature so that T
rel
(τ0) ≫ γ(τ0). The ini-
tial state is then still given by a form like (6), but the
initial oupations in momentum spae n0(k) are pro-
portional to the ideal gas Bose distribution n0(k) ∝
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FIG. 1: 1D Bose gas in an intermediate regime: T
rel
= 10
and γ = 10. Left panel shows the momentum distribution,
while the right panel is the seond-order spatial orrelation
funtion. Here, the distane x is in units of the healing length
ξ, whih an be expressed as ξ = Λ
th
√
2T
rel
/2γ. Solid lines
are the results of numerial simulations with 738200 stohasti
trajetories. Dashed lines are the results for γ = 0 ideal Bose
gas (ID), γ → ∞ Tonks-Girardeau (TG) gas, and T
rel
→ ∞
Boltzmann (BL) gas, shown for omparison.
{exp[(−~2k2/2m+ µ)τ0/χ]− 1}−1. In the example on-
sidered here T
rel
(τ0)/γ(τ0) ≃ 2.01× 103 and this ratio is
monotonially dereasing with τ .
To avoid wasteful alulation of empty modes in the
simulation, the width of the momentum distribution
∝
√
T ∝ ρ√T
rel
should be kept approximately onstant
throughout. Hene, we want ρ(µ(τ)) ∝ 1/
√
T
rel
(τ). A
onvenient form of µ(τ > τ0) gives a smooth interpo-
lation between an initial fugaity z0 = exp(τ0µ(τ0)/χ),
and a nal fugaity zf . We hoose the funtion: 2z(τ) =
z0 + zf + (zf − z0) cos (pi[τ − τf ]/[τf − τ0]) .
To obtain the desired γ = T
rel
= 10 at the target tem-
perature Tf = χ/kBτf [riterion (1)℄, one must hoose
two of the three numerial parameters χ, τf , and zf , while
the third beomes a saling parameter whih determines
the hoie of units. To also fulll riterion (2) one must
hoose suh values of z0 and τ0 that Trel(τ0, z0, χ) ≫
γ(τ0, z0, χ). We hose the values z0 = zf/1000 and
τ0 = τf/4.
Figure 1 ompares two important observables for the
γ = T
rel
= 10 homogeneous system, with those of ideal
Bose (γ = 0) and TG (γ → ∞) gases under the same
temperature and hemial potential. A omparison is
also made to the Boltzmann distribution whih ours
at high temperatures T
rel
→ ∞. The partile number
density in momentum spae (lassially of k-spae width
k
th
= Λ
th
/
√
2pi) is intermediate between the ideal gas
and the TG regime. At high momenta, all the tails
are seen to be Boltzmann-like, whereas for low momenta
Bose enhanement ours above the Boltzmann level, but
to a muh smaller degree than in the ideal gas.
The seond-order spatial orrelation funtion
g(2)(x) =
〈Ψˆ†(0)Ψˆ†(x)Ψˆ(x)Ψˆ(0)〉
〈Ψˆ†(0)Ψˆ(0)〉〈Ψˆ†(x)Ψˆ(x)〉 (12)
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FIG. 2: Comparison of numerial alulation (solid lines) to
exat results [7℄ (asterisks), as well as to Ideal (ID) and Tonks-
Girardeau (TG) gases at the same temperature T and hem-
ial potential. Left panel: partile number density. Right
panel: energy per partile E .
quanties the spatial lumping of partiles. A spatially
unorrelated eld has g(2)(x > 0) = 1. Some features
that an be seen from Fig. 1 inlude: (i) A peak arises
at x ≃ 0.5 ξ, orresponding to the most likely separation
between partiles. This eet is not present in an ideal
gas. (ii) Quite strong anti-bunhing (g(2)(0) < 1) of the
bosons is seen: g(2)(0) = 0.72 ± 0.01. (iii) While the
momentum distribution ρ(k) is quite similar to that of
a Boltzmann gas, the behavior of the pair orrelation
funtion g(2)(x) is widely dierent.
As an added test, we ompared these alulations with
exat results for boson density and energy derived by
Yang and Yang [7℄. This omparison is shown in Fig.
2, and one sees that the agreement is exellent. Similar
good agreement is found with the value of g(2)(0) alu-
lated [9℄ from the exat Yang-Yang theory.
In summary, we have applied the gauge P -
representation tehnique to derive a set of stohasti
equations whose averages allow the alulation of all ob-
servables for the grand anonial ensemble of an inter-
ating Bose gas modeled by Eq. (1). Results are ob-
tained for a range of temperatures in one simulation. In
this, an ensemble of trajetories representing a quantum
many-body system is ooled from an initially high tem-
perature. The tehnique is readily appliable to more
dimensions and external potential by a straightforward
generalization of the derivation outlined here. Further
improvements are possible through optimizing the ba-
sis (e.g. with generalized Gaussian states), and by us-
ing other gauges and algorithms suh as Metropolis sam-
pling.
We have used this method to alulate the seond-
order spatial orrelation funtion and momentum distri-
bution for an interating 1D Bose gas, in a regime where
both strong and weak oupling approximations are in-
valid, and no exat results are urrently available. Our
results show that the pair orrelation funtion is a sensi-
tive indiator of the Bose-Fermi rossover, even at tem-
peratures above quantum degeneray.
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